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MLP And Midstream - Earnings Review Q4 2019 

Another Solid Earnings Season, Overshadowed By An Energy Double Black Swan 

 Midstream/MLPs delivered EBITDA growth of 6.1% (YoY) that supported market cap-adjusted dividend increases of 

0.7% sequentially and 8.9% year-over-year.  Overshadowing what was another healthy earnings season was a “double 

black swan” for energy.  Demand destruction has been caused by COVID-19 and a potential supply surge driven by an 

unexpected squabble by two major OPEC members Saudi Arabia and Russia. This double whammy gut punched ener-

gy markets and the AMZ has fallen 19.6% since March 6 (AMNA: -19.4%). 

 We expect this new energy paradigm will continue in the near-term, which means increased scrutiny on capital ex-

penditures, balance sheets and dividend policies. As a result, we expect a selective round of dividend cuts, particularly 

among the gathering & processing (G&Ps) companies who have significant volumetric risk tied to field activity.  Credit 

agencies may again take a discerning look at Midstream leverage, which has historically forced some Midstream    

companies to reconsider dividend policy to pay down debt.  We believe the vast majority of dividends for large cap 

Midstream C-Corps and MLPs are not at risk of being cut.  

 In regards to the earnings season itself, investors rewarded companies focused on reducing capital expenditures,   

generating free cash flow, exercising capital discipline and reducing leverage.  Not surprisingly, the market warmly  

received share buyback announcements from MMP and EPD. 
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DISCLAIMER:  The material in this document is prepared for our clients and other interested parties and contains the opinions of Eagle Global Advisors, LLC.  Nothing in 
this document should be construed or relied upon as legal or financial advice.  Any specific securities or portfolio characteristics listed above are for illustrative purposes 
and example only.  They may not reflect actual investments in a client portfolio.  All investments involve risk - including loss of principal.  An investor should consult with an 
investment professional before making any investment decisions.  Factual material is believed to be accurate, taken directly from sources believed to be reliable, including 
but not limited to, Federal and various state & local government documents, official financial reports, academic articles, and other public materials.  However, none of the 
information should be relied on without independent verification.  


